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Abstract
A layered spherical medium is excited by an arbitrary
internal or external dipole. Direct scattering problems are
investigated analytically by employing a dyadic Green’s
function technique. Inverse scattering problems
concerning the determination of the medium’s parameters
are subsequently considered in the low-frequency regime.
Specific optimization problems are examined, referring to
the determination of the medium’s parameters so that the
far-field exhibits desired variations. Certain initial
numerical results on such problems are presented.

1. Introduction
A point-dipole radiating in the interior of a spherical
medium provides an approximate but realistic model in
antennas implantations inside the head for hyperthermia
or biotelemetry [1] as well as in several biomedical
imaging applications, including e.g. brain medical
imaging
[2],
[3],
electroencephalography
[4],
magnetoencephalography [5], and magnetic resonance
imaging [6]. External dipole excitation of a sphere can
model effectively the interaction between the mobile
phone antenna and the human head [7].
In this work, we investigate the electromagnetic excitation
of a layered sphere by an arbitrary dipole located inside or
outside the sphere. The exact dyadic Green’s function is
determined by analytical techniques. Asymptotic
approximations of the far-field patterns in the lowfrequency regime are subsequently obtained. Far-field
inverse medium scattering algorithms are established
concerning the determination of the scatterer’s material
parameters. These algorithms use measurements of the
different orders of the far-field patterns expansions at
certain observation angles.
Furthermore, the exact solutions of the direct scattering
problem can be exploited as suitable objective functions
in optimization problems concerning the determination of
the layers radii, permittivities and permeabilities so that
the far-field patterns exhibit desired characteristics.
Aspects of this type of problems have been investigated in
[8]-[10] mainly for problems of cloaking a spherical
object under plane-wave incidence. Here, we present
certain initial numerical optimization results for the

reduction in the backscattering cross section of a sphere
covered by a suitable number of layers.
The exp(─iωt) time dependence is assumed and
suppressed throughout, where ω is the angular frequency.

2. Direct Scattering Problem
A layered spherical medium V with radius a1 is excited by
an arbitrary internal or external electric dipole. The
interior of V is divided by P─1 concentric spheres r=ap
(p=2,…,P) into P─1 homogeneous dielectric layers Vp
(p=1,…,P─1), consisting of materials with dielectric
permittivities εp and magnetic permeabilities μp, and
surrounding a perfect electric conducting (PEC) core
(layer VP). The exterior V0 of V is an infinite
homogeneous medium with permittivity ε0 and
permeability μ0. The infinitesimal electric dipole with
dipole moment p, located at rq=(rq,θq,φq) of layer Vq
(q=0,...,P), generates at r=(r,θ,φ) (with r≠rq) the primary
electric field
 pr (r; r ) ⋅ p,
E pr (r; rq , p ) = i ωμ q G
q

(1)

 pr is the primary dyadic Green’s function, i.e. the
where G
dyadic Green’s function corresponding to the contribution
of the dipole in the infinite homogeneous space filled by
the material of Vq.
The exact Green’s function of the layered spherical
scatterer can be determined analytically as follows.
According to the scattering superposition method [11], the
total electric Green’s function in the dipole’s layer Vq
assumes the decomposition
 q (r , r ′) = G
 pr (r , r ′) + G
 sec (r, r ′), r , r ′ ∈ V , r ≠ r ′,
G
q

(2)

 sec of the Green’s
where the secondary component G
function is due to scattering by the boundaries of the
spherical shells. The primary and secondary components
are expressed as series of the spherical vector wave
functions. More precisely, the known primary component
is expressed by (10.24) of [11] (see also [12]), while the
unknown secondary components in the spherical shells Vp
(p=1,…,P, p≠q) are expressed as

 p (r, r ′) =
G
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(r, k p ) α npq M1σ mn (r ′, kq ) + β npq Mσ3 mn (r ′, kq )  +

N1σ mn (r, k p ) γ npq N1σ mn (r ′, kq ) + δ npq Nσ3 mn (r ′, kq )  +

(3)

Mσ3 mn (r, k p ) αnpq M1σ mn (r ′, kq ) + βnpq Mσ3 mn (r ′, kq )  +

}

Nσ3 mn (r, k p ) γnpq N1σ mn (r ′, kq ) + δnpq Nσ3 mn (r ′, kq )  ,
where the involved spherical vector wave functions are
defined according to (10.9) and (10.10) of [11], while
εm=1 for m=0 and 2 for m≠0, and kp denotes the
wavenumber of layer Vp. The uniform convergence of the
series (3) was described in [13] by following the analysis
of [14]. The unknown coefficients in the secondary
components expansions (3) are determined analytically by
imposing the transmission boundary conditions on the
interfaces of the spherical shells and applying a T-matrix
method, as described in detail in [15]. Then, the electric
field generated in any shell Vp by the arbitrary electric
dipole located in shell Vq is given by
 p (r; r ) ⋅ p, r ∈ V .
E p (r; rq , p) = i ωμ p G
q
p

(4)

Moreover, by using the asymptotic expressions of the
spherical vector wave functions [15], we get the exact
expressions of the electric far-field pattern g, which is
defined by

E0 (r; rq , p) = g(r; rq , p)h0 (k0 r ) + O(r −2 ), r → ∞,

essential idea in such algorithms is to measure different
orders of the far-fields expansions at certain observation
angles and combine the measurements to derive a single
equation for each unknown parameter (inverse algorithms
of this type in acoustics were developed in [17]).
More precisely, in our setting, we will determine the
relative dielectric permittivity εr and magnetic
permeability μr of a homogeneous dielectric spherical
medium by using two far-field measurements for certain
specific locations and polarizations of an external lowfrequency dipole. The known quantities are the sphere’s
radius a1 and center, the external dipole’s parameters as
well as the parameters ε0 and μ0 of the exterior region.
First, we measure the leading-order term m1 of the φcomponent of the far-field pattern, at the observation
angles (θ,φ)=(π/2,0) for a x-polarized external dipole
located at (r0,θ0,φ0)=(b,π/2,π/4), where b>a1 is a known
chosen fixed length. Then, the sphere’s relative
permittivity is determined as

εr =

3. Inverse Scattering Algorithms
The exact far-field patterns, determined by the procedure
described in Section 2 above, are difficult to be processed
in order to develop inverse scattering algorithms, referring
to the determination of the characteristics of the spherical
medium. However, under the low-frequency assumption
k0a1<<1, i.e. by assuming that the scatterer’s external
radius a1 is much smaller than the primary field’s
wavelength, we may obtain simplified expressions of the
far-field patterns, which can be worked out in the
framework of inverse scattering algorithms. The lowfrequency assumption is realistic in relevant applications,
like e.g. in medical imaging applications, where k0a1 is
usually of the order of 10─7 [16].
The aforementioned simplified expansions of the far-field
patterns in the low-frequency region are derived in [15]
by using the small-arguments asymptotic expressions of
the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. These
expansions will form the basis for the development of
inverse medium algorithms, concerning the determination
of a homogeneous sphere’s material parameters. The

(6)

Next, we measure the second-order term m2 of the θcomponent of the far-field pattern, at the observation
angles (θ,φ)=(π/2,0) for a z-polarized external dipole
located at (r0,θ0,φ0)=(b,π/2,0), yielding the sphere’s
relative permeability as

μr =

(5)

where h0 is the zero-th order spherical Hankel function of
the first kind.

3a13 + 4b 3 m1
.
3a13 − 2b 3 m1

a12 + 2b 2 m2
.
a12 − b 2 m2

(7)

The above described far-field inverse medium algorithm
can be realized experimentally in an entirely non-invasive
way, since it does not involve measurements due to
internal dipoles.

4. Optimization Problems
The derived solutions of the direct scattering problem will
be now utilized in order to examine certain optimization
problems, referring to the design of a layered spherical
medium, exhibiting desired far-field characteristics. To
this end, we consider the expression of the bistatic
(differential) scattering cross section

σ (θ , ϕ; r0 ) =

4π
k02

 S (θ ; r ) 2 cos 2 ϕ + S (θ ; r ) 2 sin 2 ϕ  , (8)
0
0
ϕ
 θ


referring to a y-polarized external dipole located on the zaxis, where functions Sθ and Sφ are defined in [18]. The
objective function we will consider in the following
optimization schemes is the normalized backscattering
cross section σ(0;r0)/(πa12), which is usually the basic
quantity to be minimized in practical applications.

An optimization methodology based on the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) was developed for the
minimization of this objective function. The considered
optimization variables were the permittivities, the
permeabilitities as well as the radii of the P−1 layers
covering the PEC core. The radius of the PEC core was
fixed at one free-space wavelength, namely k0aP=2π. The
distance r0 of the dipole’s position was taken such that
k0r0≥15 in which case the dipole’s spherical incident field
approximates the respective plane wave, and hence the
obtained far-field results are close to those of the planewave incidence problem; the related numerical analysis
justifying this estimation is included in [18].

(a)

The obtained optimized values of the normalized
backscattering cross section versus the number of layers
covering the PEC core are depicted in Fig. 1. It is
observed that for each number of covering layers an
optimized solution was found yielding a reduction in the
examined objective function. This reduction is significant
(e.g. under a threshold of 10 dB) in the cases of 1, 3, 5, 6,
and 10 layers covering the PEC core.

(b)

Figure 1. Optimized values of the normalized back
scattering cross section σ(0;r0)/(πa12), as obtained by the
developed PSO algorithm, versus the number of layers
covering the PEC core.
The obtained results for the optimized layers (presented in
Fig. 1), offering reduced backscattering cross section, are
now tested with respect to their variations for different
angles of observation. To this direction, some
representative numerical results for one and ten covering
layers are depicted in Fig. 2, showing the normalized
bistatic scattering cross section σ(θ,φ;r0)/(πa12) as function
of the angle θ in the xOz and yOz planes. The PEC sphere
covered with the determined optimized ten dielectric
layers exhibits reduced scattering cross section with
respect to the bare PEC sphere not only for a narrow
region in the backscattering regime (for which the
configuration was originally optimized), but also most of
the observation angles up to the xOy plane (i.e. for θ up to
90o)

(c)

(d)
Figure 2. Normalized bistatic cross section versus the
observation angle θ for one and ten covering layers with
parameters computed by the PSO algorithm (c.f. Fig. 1);
(a), (c) refer to the xOz plane and (b), (d) to the yOz plane.

Additional numerical results have been computed and will
be presented at the conference. Particularly, optimizations
of the backscattering cross section for a dipole in close
proximity to the spherical medium and the variations of
the results with respect to the dipole’s distance from the
sphere’s center will be analyzed.
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